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Brighter futures for young
people across Westminster

OUR VISION
IS FOR ALL YOUNG PEOPLE IN
WESTMINSTER TO GROW UP
HEALTHY, SAFE AND HAPPY
WITH THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES
FOR BRIGHTER FUTURES.

The project...
Our first piece of work in 2017 was to conduct a peer led needs analysis, understanding
the experiences of young people growing up in Westminster.
We have used it to inform strategy and plan our work over the 4 distinct themes and
areas of concern for young people (Staying Safe, The Local Environment, Health and
Wellbeing, and Accessing Opportunities)
We have given our grants out around these themes and used it as the basis of our criteria
We have encouraged our members to develop projects around these themes , such as
the Staying Safe project in youth clubs, and an employability project for young people
who may not be accessing career information at school
It has helped us with fundraising and acts as evidence – especially amongst corporates
circles in Westminster that may not understood the unique local landscape

Our 2017 report, A City Within A City
Available here
http://www.ywfoundation.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/10/YWF-CityWithin-A-City-Final-Report.pdf

We created this short film to accompany our 2017 report, it provides some
insight as to the process we hope to follow in 2020.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7_JuxFFMFo&t=163s

Assessing the methods used; our reflections
Understand the scope and parameters (including the limitations) of the research - objective;
budget/resources; data sources; access to your subject; time etc.
Don’t reinvent the wheel – if research exists that you can already use use it. Invest the time in planning
and designing the research before embarking on it – and build in regular reviews to assess progress,
meet challenges and consider emerging findings
Draw on the resources and support of others – YWF and its partners; The local council; other agencies in
London and the youth sector; research institutions – but value the unique insights from young people’s
lived experience
Consider how local areas can take a more research informed approach
Consider working with local Universities- We're now working with King's College London to manage the
update of our needs analysis. Three interns are working with us and young people across Westminster
to design, deliver and analyse this important piece of research for the Westminster community.

Working with young people;
some key reminders
Young people can be hard to recruit
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and don’t always turn up for
sessions – always over recruit and
expect drop out. Manage
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expectations around engagement
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their time – if not all then those who
are leading sessions. Also think
about what else you can offer them-

young people, supporting peer-topeer conversations and training
young people in research
techniques.

and interest.

Consider paying young people for

Co-design this project with you &
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Ensure you have plenty of pizza and
make it fun! Build long-lasting
relationships of trust and support
with young people and help them

trips, access to opportunies,

strong sense of purpose and

mentoring etc. Be ambitious!

belonging.

Resourcing and Costing your Research
Invest the time in planning and designing the research before embarking on it – and build in regular
reviews to assess progress, meet challenges and consider emerging findings
Choose appropriate research methods and tools for the outcome you want to produce – updating a
picture of life in a particular place as experienced by a certain age group – and having an idea from
the outset how you want to tell the story
Include costings for:
Training young people if you are taking a peer led approach;
Paying interns or university students;
Planning time before you start;
Background reading- what else is out there you can use?
Hiring rooms for training and focus groups;
Consider who you need to include to help lead focus groups- will you need to pay youth workers
for their time?
Analysis of the report – think through before you start how you are going to do this. and who will
do this
Don’t underestimate how much time this will take!
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